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- 2003: “The 3000 year Anniversary of Zoroastrian Culture”
- 2006: “Year of Aryan Civilization"
Zarathushtra in Balkh - Tajikistan 2006
Zarathushtra in Balkh Tajikistan 2006
Zarathushtra in Balkh Tajikistan 2006
Novjote In Kujand Tajikistan

Khushroo Madon & Faramroze Mirza
Novjote in Uzbaksitan
Novjote in Uzbaksitan
Novjote in Uzbaksitan.
Entrance to Kurdistan – Hamadan
Proclamation by Daryoush and Khashayar Shah
Cuneiform script

The proclamation by Daryoush & Khashayar
A great God is Ahura Mazda.
Marivan
Wedding in Marivan
Marivan at night
Marivan at night
Sulamania Zarathushti Place of Worship
Mobed and Awat Darya Z rep. in KRGovt
Kurdish Kushti
Naghshe Rostam Kabe Zarathushtra
Naghshe Rostam